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Handles Minimal shine with a diode 

 

Unique new collection of the door fitting MINIMAL 

BLACK MATT 20 YEAR LIGHT from an author’s 

workshop of the Czech manufacturer M & T fittings is 

moving on not only the design but also the practical 

possibilities of door handles. The collection Minimal 

from the serie BLACK MATT has a built-in shining 

micro diode to make easier to orientate yoursalves in 

dark or night space. The light diode shines 

continuously and you do not need any bateries or cables. During the day you can hardly 

see the light but during the night it shines fully and you can see it from a long distance. 

It does not brighten up and helps you to control your door without switching on the lights. 

Luminosity is guaranteed for 20 years! The fitting is additionally made with an unique, 

hand grinded 3D surface finish with an effect of cracked wood. www.doorhandles-mt.cz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material & Technology s.r.o. – M&T 

The first and the only Czech manufacturer of design door handles using modern techlology for demanding 

and high quality surface finishes – nickel matt and titanium nitride in several color shades. It focuses on 

quality, years of functionality and modern design. New designs are created directly from the company’s 

employees, from the first idea and design to the final production. For customer satisfaction there is a 

complete collection including window handles, security rosettes, hand grips, hinges, sliding systems, fittings 

for glass door and other required accessories and components - always a complete assortment in the same 

design, finish and color. www.doorhandles-mt.cz 
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